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Ethical Partners Plastic Free July Commitments 

On average, Australian use 130kg of plastic per person per year with only 12% of that recycled. It has 
been predicted that by mid-century there will be more plastic waste than fish in the oceans. Plastics 
kill more than 1.1 million seabirds and animals a year and the average person eats around 70,000 

microplastics a year with unknown consequences for human health. 
 
Plastic Free July is a month to remember and commit to reducing our impact on the environment 
through our usage of plastics. As the statistic above clearly shows, our current relationship with plastic 
is unsustainable and the impact of plastic pollution on humans and the environment is both tragic and 
staggering. It is also becoming increasingly clear we can no longer ignore the risks of a linear 
economy, in which raw natural resources are taken, transformed into products and then disposed of, 
and the devastating effects of this method of consumption on people and planet. Instead, a circular 
economy is a shift to a system that looks beyond the current “take-make-dispose extractive industrial 
model” and designs waste out of the system. It is therefore critically important that we look for new 
ways to break away from the unnecessary relationship we have with plastic. 
 
As investors, we are also increasingly aware of the financial risks related to plastic pollution as a 
global driver of biodiversity loss and climate change. Unfortunately, the global pandemic has only 
accelerated the usage of single-use plastics over the last 18 months, making concerted action by 
corporates, investors, and consumers on plastics even more crucial.  
 
Ethical Partners is therefore taking the opportunity of Plastic Free July to refresh our commitment to: 
 

 reducing our own internal plastic consumption and waste generation, and to  

 participate in collaborations and policy advocacy for action on plastics.  

 continuing to assess and engage our portfolio companies on their plastics footprint and the 
move to a circular economy model.  

 
How are we going to do this?  - Our own footprint:  

Ethical Partners is moving this July to new offices, where we have signed on to some great initiatives 
that Grosvenor Place have implementing. One of the circular economy-based initiatives we will be 
participating in is Simply Cups Coffee Cup Recycling, where all single-use coffee cups can be 
recycled. We have also signed the Grosvenor Place initiative on food waste, and commend our new 
landlords Mirvac, Dexus and Arcadia on their commitment to reducing office waste. We are also 
encouraging all our staff to use Keep Cups instead of single use cups whenever possible. According 
to Keep Cup Australia, if you use just one takeaway coffee cup everyday over a year, you emit 12.9kg 
of carbon dioxide, 1.16kg of plastic, 331mj of energy and 7.88kg of timber. Keep Cup has a great (and 
sobering) caluculator on their website that starkly brings home our individual footrpint from just one 
daily habit – we strongly encourage you to have a look! We will also encourage our staff to remember 
that as individuals, there are a wide range of small actions we can take to reduce our individual 
footprint. WWF have created great resources with ideas of how we can do just this which we have 
shared with our team.  
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How are we doing this? – Collaboration and policy advocacy 

Ethical Partners have become more active members of the PRI Plastics Working Group over the past 

year as we believe it is critical that investors are part of the conversation about corporate risks, 

opportunities and responsibilities in regard to waste and plastics.  

Ethical Partners have also recently endorsed “The Business Call for a UN Treaty on Plastic Pollution”. 

This initiative, which has already been endorsed by over 50 leading global companies from across the 

plastic value chain makes the case for increased ambition to harmonise policy efforts, enhance 

investment planning, stimulate innovation, and coordinate infrastructure development internationally. 

It furthermore calls on UN member states to commit to the development of a global treaty which aims 

to enable businesses planning, simplify reporting across the plastic value chain, bringing greater 

transparency and coordinate actions across the plastic value chain and improve the prospects for 

meeting ambitious corporate commitments. Ethical Partners firmly believes that this kind of regulation 

is needed to scale the global response to addressing plastic pollution, in addition to individiual 

company action and targets.  

 
How are we doing this? – Assessing and engaging with companies on plastic use and circular 

economy  

Ethical Partners EPORA process assesses 216 ASX companies on numerous environmental criteria, 

including plastics management and circular economy initiatives.  

We have found that only 36% of these companies addressed their plastic footprint in their reporting. 

Ethical Partners believes that all companies can address their plastic footprint, no matter how big or 

small, as part of their impact on climate, pollution, biodiversity and fossil fuel footprints. We also 

believe that, as w circular economy initiatives can provide opportunities along the value chain.  

We are therefore engaging with all our portfolio companies, and others across the ASX to embrace 

business strategies and products that minimise and design out waste from the beginning, and to 

embrace the rethink, reduce, reuse, repair, refurbish, recover and recycle mindset, rather than just 

dealing with their waste at the other end. We are also calling for all companies to make formal 

commitments and set targets to eliminate unnecessary plastic packaging, move to reusable packing 

where relevant, ensure all packaging is reusable, recyclable or compostable, and increase the share 

of recycled content in plastic packaging.  

We are pleased to see that several companies in our Ethical Partners Australian Share Fund have 

already made some progress on their plastic and waste footprint, including:  

Blackmores: Currently 98% of packaging is recycled, and they have a target of 100% recyclable 

packaging by 2025. Blackmores is also a founding signatory of the Australian Packaging Covenant, a 

sustainable packaging initiative which is changing the culture of business. One particular tablet 

transfer container initiative has eliminated the need for more than 20 tonnes of cardboard and 52,000 

single-use plastic bags annually, saves 20 tonnes of GHG emissions annually and has reduced 

workplace health and safety risks.  

Kathmandu: have a target of zero waste to landfill and 100% sustainable packaging by 2205. Their 

recycled polyester range recycled 8 million plastic bottles in 2020 alone, and they have now 

introduced another range of backpacks made with recycled ocean plastics.  
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Qantas: targets waste to landfill reductions of 75% by the end of 2021, which includes removing 100 

million single use plastic items. They have also introduced compostable packaging to inflight services 

and completed the world’s first zero waste flight.  

Ethical Partners is cognisant however that there is still a very long way to go, and as such, recommits 

this Plastic Free July to continuing and deepening our engagements with companies to step up their 

actions on the crucial issue of plastics and circular economy. We look forward to sharing about these 

engagements with you over time.  
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